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CATS ILLUSTRATED 
Coffee’s test results have come back! 

	 Last night, Coffee’s test results came back for the 5th time of 
confirmation. This means that any results from this 5th test would show 
exactly why Coffee has been hiding under blankets. However, the results 
may seem underwhelming when you read them. North, a multi species 
behaviorist announced to the public that Coffee was hiding under blankets 
because he was a little bit scared of Harvey when Harvey was batting at 
North. Harvey was aggressive, but why was Coffee scared? North says that 
Coffee was afraid that Harvey would start to bat at him, too. Coffee really 
wants to be loved by Harvey, but he is intimidated by Harvey’s swipes 
sometimes. 
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Image above - Harvey 
laying a paw on 
Coffee’s chubby 
foreleg.
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	 In the image on the page above, Harvey 
is laying a paw on Coffee’s chubby foreleg. After 
this, Coffee seemed not to want to hide under 
blankets, at least for a little while. It seemed that 
Coffee became more comfortable when Harvey 
became gentle and caring. However, when 
Harvey got mad at North for eating all of the 
waffles he made, Coffee dove under a blanket 
when Harvey gave North a kick. North has come 
to the conclusion that because Harvey is 
annoyed and mad more often, Coffee is 
becoming more and more scared and more and 
more prone to hide under blankets. North is 
trying to get Harvey to calm down more 
sometimes, for Coffee’s sake. 


	 In the image on the right, North is trying 
to help Harvey calm down more by snuggling 
with him after a fight. Harvey seemed to calm 
down more, which pleased North. If Harvey 
could learn to stay calm more, Coffee’s situation 
would get better. Harvey, on the other hand, is 
doing his best by calling Makenna whenever he 
gets annoyed. Makenna has worked as a 
therapy cat, so she could get Harvey to fall asleep over the phone, let alone 
calm him down. 


	 Other cats are offering ideas about how to calm down faster. Harvey is 
feeling good, and he is also trying to interact 
with Coffee more. Naps with Coffee, eating with 
Coffee, and even the occasional bedtime story. 
Unfortunately, whenever Harvey forgets to 
control his angry emotions, Coffee jumps 
underneath all of the blankets. Harvey tried to 
fix this by removing all of the blankets from the 
cupboard, but that made Coffee jump out of 
one cupboard and into another. Harvey is 
working hard to try to help Coffee, along with 
North and other cats. However, this will take 
work. 


	 Subscribe again to hear more about 
Harvey and North’s efforts to help Coffee! 
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Image above - North 
snuggling with Harvey 
after a small fight. 

“I calm down by 
eating a cabbage 
leaf by leaf, and 
then when I am 
done, I eat the 
stem. This is 
very calming.”  

 - MAVIS
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